Installation Recommendations – norament® 975 LL

The **subfloor** must fulfill the requirements of the country-specific standards regarding the readiness for installation.

At the time of installation the subfloor temperature must be **at least 15° C**. Ensure that the norament® 975 LL tiles have the required subfloor temperature. Especially in winter time, the norament® tiles have to be stored on site for several days.

Please make sure the material is properly stored on site. The tiles all have to be stacked accurately, face to face and back to back.

Material defects which are visible before installation cannot be acknowledged when claimed after the installation.

norament® 975 LL can also be installed on raised-access floors; raised-access floor elements must be installed at the same height.

**We would like to point out that the joints of the existing raised-access flooring may be visible through norament® 975 LL and can impair the overall picture.**

We recommend to install square norament® tiles in broadloom fashion.

Please also see our "**General remarks** for the installation of Nora® floor coverings, stair treads and accessories"

**It is essential to observe the following restrictions:**

- The installed areas must not be exposed to direct sunlight (windows/glazed elements reaching down to the floor and south side).
- The pressure load must not exceed 3 N/mm².
- The flooring must not be exposed to wet cleaning.
- For a temporary installation only use products which can be removed with water. The subfloor must have a smooth, dense surface and be resistant to high alkalinity [cleaning agents].
- The tackifying dispersion can cause slight discolorations of old or previous floorings which cannot be removed after the removal of the norament® 975 LL tiles.

**Required tools for the installation**

Pay attention to the arrows on the floor covering’s back; make sure these arrows are all pointing in the same direction.
1. Apply a suitable tackifying dispersion such as UZIN U 1000. The applied quantity and the way of application are product specific. Please observe manufacturer’s specifications.

- The firmness of the fixing can be diversified by varying the duration of the drying time. Please observe manufacturer’s specifications.
- **Important:** In case of an installation on raised-access floors, no dispersion must penetrate the joints of the elements. If necessary, mask the joint area.

2. After the desired drying time of the tackifying dispersion, install the tiles accurately onto the tackifier.
3. Carefully rub the floor covering on its entire surface into place with a cork board. Then press the tiles on the entire surface down both longitudinally and transversely with a heavy iron roller [approx. 50 kg].

• If necessary, rework the edge tiles along the walls as well as those along the connection and closing-off areas.
• Use skirting S 1023 U or 1024 U with sealing lip for the connection to the wall.

norament® 975 LL can be removed after installation and is reusable.
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